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“I have over 10 workshops in Step Change’s office a year and 
the spaces never fail to facilitate and inspire creative, fresh 

thinking.” 

“They have everything from smart boards to endless 
whiteboard space, and as a business owner in a rapidly 

growing company, having a space that offers me everything I 
would ever need to have a great offsite meeting is fantastic.” 

“Do yourself a favour and ask them for a keynote to warm up 
the room and set the vibe for the day!” 

Andrew Maslin 
 Chief Executive Officer Australia, Molemap
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Is free  (valued at $5,700)

Offers relevant inspiration from thought leaders across business strategy, brand 
story, marketing planning, creative, digital, culture and leadership

Offers world-class speakers and award-winning keynotes on the best and 
next practices across business strategy and brand thinking

Has delicious catering that isn’t overpriced and doesn’t taste like cardboard

Are You Looking For A Space That . . .
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Will meet your AV and technical requirements6

Is purpose-built for creativeness and collaboration amongst teams
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BEST VALUE ON MARKET 
Our space is free for all friends of the agency. Want to be our newest 
friend? Just simply ask.

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKERS & AWARD-WINNING FACILITATION 
We have expert keynote speakers who can inspire your team across 
business strategy, story, scale, creative, digital, culture and leadership. 
For three out of four years, we were named Speaker of the Year for 
the world's number 1 CEO network, The Executive Connection. 

CONVENIENCE 
Step Change is located in 47-49 Murray Street Pyrmont NSW, so you 
can have the ease and accessibility of the city without the congestion 
and overpriced parking.

PURPOSE-BUILT ROOMS 
Ranging from large format boardrooms to intimate meeting spaces, and 
as far as creative rooms for building inspiration and brainstorming,  we 
have a room to suit any size teams. We have a kitchen and bar, and a 
large networking space. We are happy to go the extra mile and ensure we 
fit the right room to your team’s needs. 

CATERING 
Our catering services are made to suit your needs. We have a range of 
cuisines and can even get you beverages from the bar — we are 
adaptable to your requests. 

WI-FI AND AV SERVICES 
We understand how important connectivity is. You will receive secure 
and high-speed Wi-Fi, as well as reliable AV support in our rooms.

Why Us
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At Step Change, our purpose-built, modern and flexible 
space is designed to inspire strategic, creative, 

collaborative and constructive thinking in a working 
environment.  

Our hosting capabilities creates an unforgettable experience for successful 
meetings, corporate events, training and workshops. With a selection of 
purpose-rooms, we provide a space for big visionary teams to small 
intimate groups.

WHAT WE OFFER 

Purpose-built space for offsite meetings, corporate events, 
training and workshops

Keynotes to inspire your team

Catering services 

All technical and AV requirements 

Our Space

WHO IS IT FOR 
  Teams of all sizes looking for an offsite venue/space  

  Teams looking for an inspirational keynote or facilitated  

  session/workshop 

Kitchen, bar services and large open areas ideal for 
networking
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Room size 
& Capacity

9m

20 pax 5m

The Boardroom

4.5m

3m

3m

3m

The Annex The Creative Room The Meeting Room

4 pax5 pax

5m

4m7 pax
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Pricing
Average Cost (Sydney CBD) Step Change

            Room $75 per hour/$1,800 per day  
for 20 people pax room

$0 per hour/$0 per day

            Keynote Speaker/ 
            Facilitator From $3000 to $15,000 $0

            Catering From $20 to $50 per person $0

             AV From $500 $0

TOTAL Minimum average of $5,700 for  
20 people per day $0
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World-class  
Speakers
So, you’re looking for a speaker who can touch, move, and inspire your 
team. But how do you know you’re getting the very best?  

Past performance, track record, and a proven ability to do so is the only 
way. So, I hope you won’t mind if we tell a little bit about our track 
record.  

For three out of four years, we were named Speaker of the Year for the 
world's number 1 CEO network, The Executive Connection. That’s a feat 
that no other speaker has ever come close to, and on their books are a 
hundred of the top speakers in the country, the names of the types of 
people that get paid up to $25,000 for each speaking engagement. So to 
be crowned the top of those speakers — not once but three times — 
spells out our track record worth booking.  

Our speaking engagement, many times over, have been voted the 
most exciting and the most invigorating session of conferences like 
Mumbrella360 and at industry conferences across financial services, 
consulting, innovation, professional services, manufacturing, and 
many others. And that’s what you’re looking for, right? 

Not just speaker with exceptional credentials, but a speaker paired 
with proven IP and frameworks that matches what’s hot for your 
team and delivers on-the-day insights and inspiration in their area 
of interest in a fun, engaging,  
and challenging way. 

All of your speaking topics are backed by 800 slides of IP, tools, and 
processes, we can create bespoke content journeys and value adds 
for your teams before, during, and after the session, making sure 
that their experience lives on for months after the session. 

Lisa Watson 
Chair of the Direct Marketing  
Association of Singapore

“WHO COULD ASK FOR A BETTER RESULT?”
“Step Change keynote speaker at HP's VIP Conference in Singapore, attended by 550 
guests. The feedback has been great, and people keep saying things like ‘as that guy 
Adam said’ as a preface to a wonderfully predatory comment. Who could ask for a 

better result than that? Once again, a huge thank you for your support at our VIP event 
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We can’t wait to host your next event. Please get in 
touch any time.

02 8030 8655  
Level 3, 47–49 Murray Street, Pyrmont NSW

MAKE AN ENQUIRY
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